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William R. Sautter. Chairman, La Salle University Board ofTrustees, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL (Pomp and Circumstance)* EDWARD ELGAR
INVOCATION* Rachel Lynne Stemper
NATIONAL ANTHEM FRANCIS SCOTT KEY
INTRODUCTION Oh STUDENT SPEAKER James E. Moore. Ph.D.
\ u t Presidentfor Student Affairs and Dean oj Students
A GRADUATE SPEAKS Hannah Constance Dal/
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES Brother Michael J. McGinniss. P.S.C., Ph.D.
Presidt nt
PR] si NTATION OF UNDBACK AWARD Richard A NigTO, PhD
Provost
(The Christian R and Man. h l.mdback Award is presentedfor Distinguished Teaching}
PRESENTATION 01 CANDIDATES Richard A NigTO, PhD.
Provost
GRADI Ml
Doctor oj Psychology in Cluneal Psychology
Thomas A Keagy, Ph.D.
Dean. School ot Arts and Sciences
Master oj St lent e in Nursing
Master oj Sciem < in Speet h-Language Pathology
Zane Robinson Wolf, PhD, R N . I \ \ N
Dean. School oi Nursing and Health Sciences
Mastei at Business Administration
Paul R Brazina, MB\.( i'\ im \
Dean, School oi Business
Mastei i>t St ient e m c 'omputer Information s> n nt <
Master of St iem <• in Information Tet hnology Leadership
Master ofArtS in Pwft ssnmal Cornrnunn alien
Master nt Arts in ( enlral ami Eastt rn I uropeon Studies
Mastei oj Arts m ( 'Unit al Psyt hology
\rts in ( linn al ( 'ounseling l's\t hology
Mastei "t \rts m Edm ation
Master ol \rls in BUingUal/BL ulluial Studies
\ns m Theology and Ministry
Mastei •<< \>ts in History
\rts in II sol
i nomas \ Keagy, Ph D
Dean, School oi \it~- and Sciences
Mastei ••! S. i, nt • in Inslim lional lei hnology Manavt nn
Joseph^ i graa, PhD
Dean. College oi Profeaaional and< ontinuing Studies
Undergradi mi
Bachelor oj Sciem e in Nursing
Bachelor oj St iem e m Nutrition
Bachelor oj St iem <
Zane Robinson Wolf, PhD., R.N., I- A.A.N.
Dean. School ol Nursing and Health Sciences
Bachelor oj s t iem t in Business Administration
Paul R Brazina, MB \ ,< " P \ ,( M \
Dean, School of Business
Haiheloi ol Soi ml Work
Bat helor oj S, i, ;/. ,
Bat heloi oj irts
I nomas \ Keagy, Ph D
Dean, School ol Arts and Sciences
Bacheloi ofArts
Joseph Y Ugras, PhD
Dean, ( allege oi Professional
and I ontinuing Studies
pi ArtsAssOi tali ii
I homas \ Keag) Ph i»
Dean, S< hool oi Arts and S< ience
luill lUlt III \llS
JosephY i p..s. eh i)
Dean, College ol Profeaaional
and ( ontinuing studies
•The audience is requested to stand during the Academit Procession Invocation National tnihem md< lo I rnuuninptac
urn 1
1
iin- \> edemh Procession hai left ii><- Held v final action i annoi be taken prior to the prim
tentative, the i nlversit) reeervini the right l ike iny change required
Conferring of Degrees in Course Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C., Ph.D.
President
Alumni Induction Margaret A. Kane
Alumni Association President
REMARKS Brother Michael J. McGinniss, F.S.C., Ph.D.
President
CLOSING PRAYER* James Mauro
Alma Mater Daniel J. Rodden
Recessional (Trumpet Voluntary) John Stanley
Musicians: Crosstown Brass Quintet Vocalists: Nicholas R. Keene, Alyssa Christine O'Bomsawin.
Melissa Nicole Pompeo, accompanied by the
De La Salle Chapel Choir
. Vatconav . {/////<///
The Star Spangled Banner
Oh, say, can you see.
By the dawn's early light
What so proudly we hailed
At the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars.
Thro' the perilous fight
O'er the ramparts we watched.
Were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets' red glare.
The bombs bursting in air.
Gave proof through the night
That our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that star-spangled
Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free
And the home of the brave?




Here under thine eyes.
Thy blue and gold banners
Unfurl 'neath the skies!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory,
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
Thy sons and daughters standing
Await thy command.
Thou fortress of faith
In our God and our land!
Chorus:
La Salle, La Salle, thy glory.
Thy triumphs we praise!
Thy name in song forever
Shall we proudly raise!
— Daniel J. Rodden
*The audience is requested to stand during the Academic Procession. Invocation. National Anthem, and Closing Prayer, and to remain in place
until the Academic Procession has left the field. As final action cannot be taken prior to the printing of this program, the list of candidates is
tentative, the University reserving the right to make any changes required.
James J. Lynch, '71
Doctor qj Human? letters
William R Sautter. (FA. '71
Chairman, La Salle University Board oj
James J Lynch, '71. is a tounding partner of Patriot Financial Partners and the immediate past Chairman of La Salle University's Board
of Trustees. He has been a v Hal contributor to the banking mdustr, for nearlv 40 vears. as well as an active and dedicated leader in several
professional, civic, and charitable organizations.
Lynch began his banking career as a part-time emplovee at First Pennsylvania Bank in l9oN. while he was a student at l.a Salle He earned
a bachelor's degree in marketing from l.a Salle in 1971 and has completed graduate courses in finance at Drexel I niversitv
Prior to joining Patriot Financial Partners, a private equity investment tund focusing on investments in commumtv banking, l.vnch served
as Vice Chairman of Sovereign Bancorp: Chairman and Chid Executive Office! ot Sovereign Bank Mid Atlantis Division. President
and Chiel Executive Officer Ol Fleet Bank in Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersev. Chairman and Chief Fvecutive Officer of Summit
Bank in Pennsylvania; Senior Executive Vice President at Summit Bancorp. Chairman. President, and Chid Executive Officer ot Prime
Bancorp and Prime Bank. Executive Vice President ol Midlantic Bank; and President and Vice Chairman ol Continental Bank
He has been named Bankei ot the Yen hv the Philadelphia chaptei ol the Risk Management Association tor his contributions to the
commercial lending profession
Lynch has also received numerOU! aw aids and accolades toi his service to his commumtv and to his high schiu>l and college alma
maters A longtime member ot I a Salle'i Board ot Trustees and Chairman ot the Board from 2(kk>io 2(kis. 1 yncfa was awarded the Alumni
Association'! John j Finley, 24. Award, tor ins dedication to I a Salle, and the University's Leadership Award, tor his contributions to
his profession and his COmmunit) He has also been inducted into the halls ol lame lor I ather Judge High School and the ArchJ
Philadelphia < latholu Youth < Organization
tmona, othei honors, I ynch has received the Richard J Caron Vward ol I ncelleoce from the Caron I oundation, the Boys and Girls
( luh ol Philadelphia [budting a I ite Award, and the Philadelphia I agfel I I > toi I eukemia I iletnne Achievement Award
He is active in several professional and eivit organizations, including Hol> Redeemei Health svsu-m. the l nited Wnj
Pennsv Kama. I he Reinvestment Fund, ihe Special Olympics Ol Pennsylvania, and I a Salle Vadcmv. a pi iv ate elemental v s.h.s
economical!) disadvantaged children in Philadelphia
I ynch hves ,n Lafayette Hill. Pa . with ins wife, Kathleen
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Sarah Rachel Anghelone
B.A., University ofDelaware, 2000, Psychology
M.A., Boston University; 2001. Psychology
M.A., La Salle University. 2007. Clinical Psychology
Sarah Anghelone is currently completing her clinical internship at MercyFirst. She provides evidenced based treatment to adolescent females
in the foster care system. Sarah's clinical dissertation was chaired by Dr. Randy Fingerhut, and is entitled "Experiential Avoidance as a
Predictor of Postpartum Depression and Bonding Difficulties." She has presented at the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies
and the Pennsylvania Psychological Association Annual Conventions. Sarah is looking forward to continuing her work with adolescents
in residential or group home settings. She also intends to focus on adolescent gang related activity as well as involvement in the foster
care system. Sarah also hopes to become involved in foster care advocacy.
Rachel M. Daltry
6. 5., St. Joseph's University, 2004. Psychology
M.S.. St. Joseph's University, 2005, Experimental Psychology
M.A., La Salle University, 2007, Clinical Psychology
Rachel Daltry is currently completing her clinical internship at the University of Delaware's Center for Counseling and Student Development.
There she provides both individual and group therapy to undergraduate and graduate students. She also provides outreach and consultation
on suicide prevention to the university community, including students, staff, and faculty as part of a university grant. Rachel's clinical
dissertation entitled "The Impact of Gender Role Conflict on the Quality of Life in Female Athletes" was chaired by Dr. Frank Gardner
and successfully defended on April 1, 2009. Rachel is currently preparing the paper for publication. Rachel's research and clinical interests
include working with student-athletes regarding performance enhancement as well as mental health issues.
Michael Paul Ferenschak
B.A.. La Salle University, 2004. Psychology
M.A., La Salle University. 2006, Clinical Psychology
Mike Ferenschak is completing his predoctoral internship at the Bay Pines VA Health Care System in Bay Pines, Florida. At Bay Pines,
he is providing evidence-based treatments to veterans suffering from a variety of psychological disorders. Mike has a special interest in
anxiety disorders, particularly posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). While at Bay Pines, he has treated PTSD on rotations dedicated to
combat-related trauma and military sexual trauma. His earlier practicum experiences at Camden County Health Services Center and the
University of Pennsylvania's Center for the Treatment and Study of Anxiety under Dr. Edna Foa helped encourage his interest in PTSD.
Mike's dissertation, chaired by Dr. Frank Gardner, and entitled "An Acceptance Versus Self-Talk Rationale on Weightlifting Performance,"
reflects his other interests in acceptance-based therapies and sport psychology. Mike has accepted a postdoctoral fellowship at the VA
Maryland Health Care System, where he will work with returning veterans with PTSD. He plans to continue to work in the VA system
following his fellowship.
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Sarah Johanna Fink
B.A., Bucknell University, 2005, Psychology/Spanish
M.A., La Salle University 2<HJ7. Clinical Psychology
Sarah Fink is currentl) completing her clinical internship at the VA New York Harbor Healthcare Sv stem - Manhattan Campus There she
provides evidence-based treatments to veterans with a wide range ol psychological disorders Throughout her graduate training. Sarah
has developed a specialized interest in treating patients with co-morbid psychological and medical difficulties Her interest in health
psychology lead to the development ot her dissertation, chaired b\ I)r Erin O'Hca. m which she examined experiential avoidance as a
moderator of the relationship between breast cancer anxietv and mammographv rates. This past December, she successfully defended her
dissertation and is currenti} preparing her manuscript lor publication. In the future. Sarah hopes to develop a combined academic and
clinical career in health psychology
Killv \iiih I uran
// \ Lafayette College, 2005, Psychology
\l \ . Ui Salic l University, 2007, Clinit al Psyt h»l<>^
Kelly is CUnentl) completing bet A R\ accredited clinical internship 111 health psychology at Vale University Schc*>l ol Medicine \t Yafe,
she has been altorded the opportunity to provide empirical I v supported behavioral medicine interventions in patients v oping with chronk
illnesses She has gained specialized clinical experience, providing Hchav loral and Cognitive Behavioral interventions and support to
patients within the l.ivcr 'Iransplanl Clinic. Ncuiolngv Service, and the Oncologv Service kcllv's research interests include the PSycfaosopCtl
sequela that accompany a patient's diagnosis of a chronk illness, specifically cancel Kelly's dissertation, chaired b) l>i In: i
entitled "Posttraumatic stress symptoms in children ol mothers diagnosed with breast cancer" was successfully defended in November
and is being prepared lor submission fot publication During hei graduate caieer. Kellv has CO authored three |vei reviewed publications
and has presented at numerous psychological conferences She has accepted an \I'A accredited post-doctoral fellowship al the \Scsl Haven
\ \\l< in Weal Haven < I where she will continue to develop clinical and research expertise in health psychology
DafU Mtimn I ( until
H \ Rutgers I niversity :<*«. Psychology
\l \ La Salle I niversuy, :<**>. Clinical Psychology
David M < iomez completed bis clinical internship al the I ederal Correctional Complex in Burner, North Carolina \a forensic and
psychology He provided assessment, consultation, and treatment t" population incarcerated by the I ederal government N
he vamed specialized training m court ordered forensk assessments David lias presented at several national psychology
Hist linical Dissertation, chaired by Di Kelly nu< lure is entitled " I he Development and initial Valkhstkwof aVIfneti
Mindfulness
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Amy Elizabeth Gooding
B.A., La Salle University 2005, Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2007, Clinical Psychology
Amy Gooding is currently completing her clinical internship at Belmont Center for Comprehensive Treatment. She provides individual
and group therapy to adults with a variety of mental health difficulties including trauma, anxiety, depression, eating disorders, and
chronic pain. She also works with children with behavioral problems. While at La Salle. Amy received specialized training in working
w ith athletes. Amy's doctoral dissertation, chaired by Dr. Frank Gardner and entitled "Predicting Free Throw Success: An
Investigational Study into the Factors Contributing to Performance" examined the role of anxiety, consistency of the basketball pre shot
routine and mindfulness on game and practice performance. She successfully defended her dissertation in 2009. Her dissertation
results were presented at the annual conference of the Association of Applied Sport Psychology and were published in the Journal of
Clinical Sport Psychology in December of 2009. Upon completion of her internship, she will begin her post doctoral fellowship at the
Center for Eating Disorders at Sheppard Pratt in Baltimore. MD.
Jacqueline Marie Halpern
B.A., Alfred University, 2004, Psychology
M.A., La Salle University 2006, Clinical Psychology
Jacqueline Halpern is currently completing her clinical internship at the Syracuse VA Medical Center. There she provides empirically
supported treatments to Veterans struggling with a variety of psychological disorders. During her time at the VA, she has gained
specialized training in treating individuals dealing with post-traumatic stress disorder and depression. Jackie's research interests
include empirically supported treatments for anxiety disorders and exploring anger disorders and emotion regulation. Jackie's clinical
dissertation, chaired by Dr. Frank Gardner, entitled "Anger Experience and Expression as Predictors of Emotion Regulation Style" was
successfully defended in December 2008 and is being prepared for submission for publication. Jackie has presented her research at
numerous psychological conferences and hopes to continue to be active in research in the future.
Alexandra Leigh Marks
B.A., University ofRichmond, 2005, Criminal Justice/Psychology
M.A., La Salle University, 2007, Clinical Psychology
Alexandra Marks is currently completing her clinical internship with the Wisconsin Department of Corrections. She provides short and
long-term individual treatment to incarcerated men and women with a wide range of mental illness. She also leads psychoeducational
groups and provides group sex offender therapy. She recently began a specialized assessment rotation at a correctional treatment
center. Alexandra's clinical dissertation, chaired by Dr. Frank Gardner, is entitled "Comparing Emotion Regulation Styles in
Adolescent Sex Offenders and Their Parents: A Pilot Study." Alexandra plans to continue working in corrections after completion of
her internship.
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued I
Kimberly Lev erne Napier
BA . University ofChicago, 19W. Psychology
M.A.. La Salle University, 2005. Clinical Psychology
Kimberl) Napier has completed her clinical fellowship at St. Luke's-Rooseveli Hospital Center. There she provided psychological
treatment to a diverse population of children, adolescents and their families Al Si Luke's-Roosevelt. Kimberlv yarned specialized
skills in dyadic therapy for at-risk mothers and infants. In addition. Kimberly functioned as a team leader lor a school based mental
health clinic where she engaged in extensive program development and prov ided consultation and education to school statt Kimberly
completed her predoctoral internship at the I niversity of Medicine and Dentistry where she delivered empirically supported and
culturally competent interventions to children and families with complex menial health and psvchost>cial issues, conducted
comprehensive psychological assessments and acted as a consultant within urban public schools to identify children exposed to
violence, substance abuse or trauma It was during her predoctoral internship that Kimberly received specialized training in forensic
psychology at the Edna Mahan Correctional Facility Kimberly \ clinical dissertation, chaired by Dr. Susan Pamchelli-Mindel. is
entitled "Parental Awareness of and Attitude about Relational Aggression within an I rhan African American School Setting"
Kimberly has presented at national psychology conferences related to her dissertation topic and is excited to continue her career in
child psychology and school based mental health
Casey I h/..l.i th Pabian
US ( nion College, 2004, Psychology
\1 I La Salle I niversity, 2006, Clinical Psychology
Case] Pabian is currently completing her clinical internship al the Greater Hartford Clinical Psycholog) Consortium, a C
between the Connecticut Veterans Association, the UCONN Health Center, and Community Mental Health Xttiliales. Inc in the
Hartford, < OnnectiCUl area I here she has worked with veterans from man) theatres, adolescent hoys al an elite boarding school, and
women diverted to menial health treatment through a jail diversion trauma program She has specifically enjoyed working wuh trauma
issues across these man) groups oi clients During (his lime. Case) has continued to pursue her interest m mindfulness and acceptance
based treatments and has designed group interventions lo address anger trom a iilindtulncss'acceptance based approach (
research Interests include examining aspects ol mindlulness practice, as well as ihe role o! emotion regulation in various tonus o!
aggression, tpecificall) domestic violence < .ih-\ 's cluneal dissertation, chaired b> Di Prank Gardner, entitled "I ndersiandUM]
Domestic Violence \ngei and Emotion Regulation m Batterers'' was successful!) defended in March and is being ptcpated hi
submission lor publication Casey will continue her clinical and research career as a postdoctoral follow al the I imcrsily ot
Massachusetts Medical Centa
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Anna Meredith Rehwinkel
B.A., Johns Hopkins University, 2005, Psychology
M.A., La Salle University, 2007. Clinical Psychology
Anna M. Rehwinkel is currently completing her predoctoral clinical internship at The North Dakota Department of Human Services-
Southeast Human Service Center in Fargo. North Dakota. There she conducts parental competency evaluations for social services;
provides psychological services to homeless individuals with co-occurring severe mental illness and chemical dependence diagnoses;
performs juvenile sex offender psycho-sexual evaluations for the courts; completes violence and criminal risk assessments for the state
department of corrections; and, participates in psychiatry grand rounds through MeritCare Hospital/UND School of Medicine. Anna's
research interests include, but are not limited to: psychosocial and behavioral interventions for individuals with chronic medical
conditions, health disparities, patient-physician communication, anger/impulse control disorders, and chemical abuse/dependence.
Anna's clinical dissertation, chaired by Erin L. O'Hea, Ph.D., entitled "Post-chemotherapy Cognitive Functioning in Women With
Breast Cancer" was successfully defended on April 9, 2010. Anna has presented her research to staff at UMDNJ -Camden. UMDNJ-
Piscataway, and has submitted poster presentations and papers to for several upcoming conferences. Anna was previously awarded the
position of Chief Extern at the La Salle Community Center for Psychological Services.
Melisa Louise Schneider
B.A., University of Delaware, 2005, Psychology
M.A., La Salle University, 2007, Clinical Psychology
Melisa Schneider is currently completing her clinical internship at the Miami Veteran Affairs Healthcare System. There she provides
empirically supported treatments to veterans with a range of psychological and medical disorders. During her time at the Miami VA.
she has gained specialized training in geropsychology including palliative care and nursing home consultation. Additionally, she has
received training in health psychology and the treatment of substance use disorders. Melisa's research interests include understanding
quality of life when coping with medical conditions such as chronic pain. Her clinical dissertation, chaired by Dr. Erin O'Hea, entitled
"The Influence of Pain Acceptance on the Relationship between Pain Level and Quality of Life among Older Adults with Chronic
Pain" was successfully defended in March. She has presented her research at psychological conferences. Melisa will continue her
clinical career by specializing in primary care and mental health integration as a postdoctoral fellow at the Salem Veteran Affairs
Medical Center in Salem, Virginia.
Haley Kathryn Solodky
B.A., Villanova University, 2005, Psychology/Sociology
M.A., La Salle University, 2007, Clinical Psychology
Haley Solodky is currently completing her clinical internship at Pacific University's Psychological Service Center. There she provides
a variety of treatments including Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Dialectical Behavioral Therapy to individuals diagnosed with
mood, anxiety, and substance use disorders. In addition, Haley provides individual and group treatment to inmates at Oregon's
Department of Corrections women's correctional facility. She finds this work particularly interesting as it has allowed her to
experience a wider range and intensity of psychopathology as well as cultivate a greater sense of compassion and empathy. Haley also
has had the opportunity to provide consultation and supervision to student clinicians in the Psy.D. program at Pacific University which
she has found to be rewarding experience. Haley's research interests include topics of substance abuse and mechanisms of change.
Her clinical dissertation, chaired by Erin O'Hea, Ph.D., "Predicting University Students' Intention to Change Drinking Behavior: A
Consideration of Negative Consequences and the Role of Social Factors" was defended in March.
DOCTOR OF PSYCHOLOGY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY ( Continued i
Mary Elizabeth Vaughn
B.A., University of Delaware. 2003, Psychology
M.Ed.. Wilmington University, 2005. Elementary & Secondary School Counseling
M.A., 1m Salle University. 2007. Clinical Psychology
Mary Vaughn is currently completing her clinical internship at Terry Children's Psychiatric Center in New Castle. Delaware There she
pros ides empirical!) supported treatments to children with a \anet> ot emotional and behavior disorders and their families During her
time at Terry's. Mars has gained specialized training in Parent-Child Interaction Training (PCITi tor children and families
experiencing seven behavioral and relationship difficulties as well as in Trauma- housed Cognitive Behavioral Therjp> <n c'B I fin
children and adolescents who ha\e suffered trauma Mars s clinical dissertation is entitled "Predictors ol Treatment Attendance in
Clients Presenting with Anger-Related Difficulties." and was chaired bs Dr Trank Gardner Mars plans on continuing her work with
children and families for her post doctoral sear at a pnsate practice in lower Delaware
Pamela tan Wolper
H \ Franklin <f Marshall College, 2(x>2. fit<>loi;\ a Behavior
\l s ( 'hestnut Hill College, 2(H>4. Counseling Psychology
\l I La Salle University, 2<KX>. Clinical Psychology
Pamela Wolper is currently completing her clinical internship at The Descreus. Foundation Kanner (.enter There she pros ides
empirically supported treatments to individuals with intellectual and developmental disorders as well as disruptise behavior disorders
Specifically, she is using principles oi Applied Behavior Analysis in ha work with individuals on the \utism Spectrum Through her
work at Desereuv she has focused on treating individuals with severe behas loral challenges Pamela's research interests include
examining emotion regulation abilities in child and adolescent populations as well as individuals with intellectual and deselopmcntal
disabilities Pamela's clinical dissertation, chaired bs Dr Prank Gardner, entitled 'Pmolion Regulation Strategies as Predictors ot Self
Esteem in Children' was successfully defended in Oclobei and is being prepared lor submission for publication She has also
presented her research at numerous psychological Conferences Following internship. Pamela plans to continue working with children
and adolescents with intellectual and developmental disabilities
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
Zane Robinson Wolf, Ph.D., R.N., F.A.A.N., Dean
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Elizabeth Abraham, B.S.N., La Salle University, 2007, Nursing
Lija P. Abraham. B.S.N.. Manipal Academy of Higher Education, 1996, Nursing
Susan Alexander. B.S.N., College ofNursing, India, 1993, Nursing
Denise Nagle Bailey. B.S.N., Widener College. 1976, Nursing, M.Ed., Widener University, 1998, Education, Ed.D., Widener University,
2006, Higher Education Leadership
Kiristin Bre Barber, B.S.N.. Bradley University, 2004. Nursing
Reem Ann Bivin, B.S.N.. Mahatma Gandhi University, 2000, Nursing
Anne J. Boucard, AS.S., Union County College. 1992. Computer Science, B.S.N., Elmira College. 1997. Nursing
Christine Mary Bradley. B.S.N. , La Salle University, 2004, Nursing
Mary A. Brennan, B.S.N., Immaculata University, 2005, Nursing
Joy P. Camarillo. B.S.N., Saint Louis University. 1987, Nursing
Nicole Marie Campbell, B.A.. Columbia University. 2003. Neuroscience and Behavior, B.S.N., La Salle University, 2005, Nursing
Daria Kane Canale, B.S.N., Temple University. 1997, Nursing
Luca R. Cella, B.S., Temple University, 1982, Physical Education and Health, B.S.N., Thomas Jefferson University, 1987, Nursing
Ronald Ringor Convento. B.S.N. . Bloomsburg University, 2001, Nursing
Randall Allen Crownover, B.S.N., University of Delaware. 2006, Nursing
Tanneil L. Davis. B.S.N., University of Pittsburgh, 2004, Nursing
Amy Marie Dougherty. B.S.N.. La Salle University. 2006, Nursing
Jacqueline A. Fellenz, B.S.N. . La Salle University, 1988, Nursing
Eileen M. Gallagher. B.S., West Chester University, 1983, Criminal Justice
Stacey Lynn Godman, B.S.N. , La Salle University, 2003, Nursing
Rachel Gold. Diploma in Nursing, Abington School of Nursing, 2005, Nursing
Annamarie Rose Bodkin Gresko. B.S.N.. Bloomsburg University, 1987, Nursing
Cynthia L. Grosik, B.S.N., Immaculata University. 2006, Nursing
Matthew Philip Guarno, B.S.N., La Salle University, 1998, Nursing
Jennifer Kathleen Hahn, A.S.N. , Gwynedd Mercy College. 1999. Nursing. B.S.N.. Gwynedd Mercy College, 2001, Nursing
Saundra Elise Hyman, B.S.N. , La Salle University, 2005 Nursing
Candace C. Jennings, B.S.N., La Salle University, 2006, Nursing
Cheryl A Keenan, B.S.N. La Salle University. 2006, Nursing
Angelique Kelso, B.S.N. . Gwynedd-Mercy College. 2005. Nursing
William John Kenney III, B. S., Juanita College, 2004, Biology
Virginia Dolores Krause. B.S.N. . La Salle University. 2003. Nursing
Christy L. Kroboth, A.D.N. , Prince Georges Community College, 1998, Nursing, B.S.N., University of Phoenix, 2004, Nursing
Mary Lou Kurilla. B.S.N.. Immaculata University. 2006. Nursing
Alfa Simone Lafleur. B.A., Curry College, 2001, Psychology, B.S.N., Curry College, 2005, Nursing
Leilani R. Lavin, B.S.N. Temple University, 2002, Nursing
Alicia M. MacLennan, B.S.N., Immaculata University, 2003, Nursing
Josephine Malgapo-Trinh. B.S.N., Temple University, 1995, Nursing
Chalise L. Mason, B.S.N., Delaware State University, 2001, Nursing
Tasha Lynn McCaskill-Long, B.S.N.. Temple University, 2002, Nursing
Linda McCuen. B.S., Temple University, 2000, Nursing
Maureen Erwin McNamara, B.S.N.. Temple University. 2005. Nursing
Kristine M. Meagher, B.S.N., Neumann College, 1997, Nursing
Elizabeth Minges Medina. B.S.N.. Temple University. 1988. Nursing
Sara Kathryn Metzger, B.S., St. Joseph's University, 2000, Interdisciplinary Health Sciences, B.S.N. , Drexel University, 2003, Nursing
Anita M. Miller, B.S.N.. La Salle University, 2001, Nursing
Michele Mobley, B.S.N., La Salle University, 2005, Nursing
Kimberly Molinari, B.S.N. , Widener University, 1997, Nursing
Lynne A. Mulligan, Diploma in Nursing, Episcopal Hospital School ofNursing, 1995, B.S.N. . Immaculata University, 1999, Nursing
Kamini H. Patel. B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2003, Health Policy Administration, B.S.N. , Villanova University. 2005. Nursing
Pinki Patel. B.S.N.. La Salle University, 2003, Nursing
Cyndi H. Phung, B.S.N., California State University, 1999, Nursing
Megan Lynn Rafferty, B.S.N.. La Salle University, 2004, Nursing
Catherine Claire Razzi, B.S.N. . Thomas Jefferson University, 1988, Nursing
Charmaine C. Robinson, B.S.N., Widener University, 2002, Nursing
Anna N. Salapong, B.S.N., La Salle University, 1998, Nursing
John L. Scarpitti. B.S.N. . La Salle University, 2006, Nursing
10
MASTER OF SCIENCE EN NURSING (Continued i
Valerie Joyce Schimpt. B S X Catholic Lnnersiry. 2003. Nursing
Grace Kensil Scotto. BSX.. Holy Family College. 1995. Xursing
Lli/.abeth M Shortell. BSX Mount Saint Mary College. 1989, Nursing
Anna Grasela Stanis/euski. B.S V. La Salle University, ZOOS, Nursing
Mario A. Thomas, BSX. The Pennsylvania State University. 2003. Xursing
Christopher P Villamayor. BS.X . G^ynedd-Mercy College. 2002, Nursing
Kalhryn Joanna Welsh, BS.X . La Salle University, 2005, Xursing
Nicole C. Wilson. BSX.. La Salle University, 2005, Xursing
Gregory James Wuchier, BS.X.. Cedar Crest College. 1998. Xursing
\I \sTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY
Dayna Leigh Alla\ena. B S . Kutztown University oj Pennsylvania, 2004, Speet h Language Pathology
Stephanie Renee" Archer. B S . Ohio State University, 2001, Human Ecology
Robin Lynn Baker. B.S., James Madison University 2006. Communication Sciences and Disorders
Michelle S Benigni, B A Arcadia University 2005, Print Communications
Sarah Joy Brassard, B S . Andre* sir.. Language Pathology andAudiology
Lli/abeth Buongiomo. BS., Im Salle Unft Language-Hearing Scient <•
Anna Maria Calabre-.e. B S Bloomsburg I niversity ot Pennsylvania, 2(>os. Audiology and Speech Pathology
Jilhan Marie Carmen. BA University Psychology and Linguistics
Regma Carr. B S.. Im Salle University 200V. Speech-Language-Hearing Science
Benjamin Carroll. B A . Temple I nivt rsity 2008, Communication Sennits and Disorders
Lmdsey McDowell Clark. BA . I niversity Oj Pittsburgh. 2008, Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ah' Cogan, B.S., The Pennsylvania Statt mmunication Sciences and Disorders
Hnn Rochelle Coleman. B s Millersville I ruversity 2004, English. Secondary Education
Sarah Ann Coles, B.S h-., Richard Stockton CoUei 07, Speech Pathology andAudiology
Christina Connelly, B s La Salle I 'niversity 2<nrV Speet h-Language-Hearing St ience
i Deilnii. H \ Tm Pennsylvania State I ruversity 2008, Communication Sciences and Disorders
( In.ir.i Mae de Leon, H S l+- Salle I ruversity 2008, Speech-Language-Hearing St lent <
Christine Jo) Delo, B s Tht Pennsylvania State I niversity 2008, Communication s< rent es and Disorders
Cditlin Elizabeth Garvey, H s Tht p, nnsytvania Statt l niversity 2008, Communit ation St tent es and Disorders
Linn s Halter BA., Rowan University Education
Mackenzie 1 Hunt B s 1*1 \all, l niversity 2ihn. Speech Language Hearing s, lent <
Amanda lacono, i> • Utware, 2008, Psychology
Mihalia N k.dik.iv BA., ( niversity ofDelaware, 2<h>4. Psychology
Ashk) \m> Keatee, B S /-" Salle l niversity 2009, Speech-Language Hearing Science
Kale Kan Kohls, H S 1^ Sail* 1 niversity 2009 Speech Languagt Hearing Science
I.11 Patrice I ink- Hall, BA St John s l niversity 2006, Speech Language Pathology a Audiology
I i.nk- I Met arroll /< S i.< Salle 1 niversity 2<hn Speech Language Hearing s, ienct
Niuiico Dee, B s La sail, I niversity 2007, Speech Languagt Hearing St lent
,
DeoJse Renee PoUey, H 5 East Carolina i niversity 2007, Speech and Hearing Sciences
Roberto Molina Poms. Bacht dad del Rosario, Colombia SA. 1996. Speech Therapy Mat
I niversidad del Rosario, ( olombia, SA 1999, Health System Administration
leannette I ki//n. a \ Bloomsburg 1 'niversity oj Pennsylvania, 2008, Speet h Language Pathology andAudi
hellc Schlottfeld, B s h, Salle University 2009, Speech Languagt Hearing St
[alia Schwam BA University ofDelawan 2008, Psychology
Stephanie I lizabedi rhompaoti /' \ Wt ^/ ( Hester 1 niversity 2008, ( ommunlt i/m. Disorders
[arynJUl rrachtenberg /< I Georgt Washington University 2007 Speech-Htarii
Nicole Marie Voigt /< s St foseph's University 2000 Sociology \i.S St roseph's University 200i l
Jennifer Ashley Weissman /' \ University ofMaryland 2008 Hearing and Spot
Stephank Elizabeth Weckeaaa n 5 La Salle University :<"
Kimberl) Renee
1
Wilson n S LaSallt 1
Nicole Woods Warriner, n 5 The Richard Stockton 1
Rachael Elizabeth Wylle n\id Bridgewatei Stau College 2008 Communication Disi
Lindsay Michelle Yeaga h s La Salle University 2008, Speech-Languc
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Paul R. Brazina, M.B.A., C.P.A., C.M.A., Dean
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Rany Rachana Aing, B.A.. Temple University. 2006. International Business
TiAnn Nicole Applegate, B.S.. University of North Carolina at Charlotte. 1994. Accounting
Maurizio Armenti, B.S.. Rider University. 1998, Finance
Kcisha Stockman Barrett, B.B.A.. Temple University. 1998. Risk Management and Insurance/International Business
Brooke J. Baseman, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University. 2005. Business Management
Aleksey Bedenko, B.S.B.A., La Salle University. 1998, Accounting
William M. Bevan, Jr., B.B.A., Temple University, 1993, Accounting
Jason A. Boccagno, B.S.B.A., Bucknell University, 2000, Accounting
Daria Boguslavskaya, B.A.. Pace University, 2006, Political Science
Ryan Michael Bolig. B.A.. Lycoming College. 2006. Accounting
Kayleigh Nicole Bosco. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2010, Accounting
Lisa Marie Braun, B.S.N. , Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1999, Nursing
Amy Elizabeth Brazina, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2008, Recreation Park and Tourism Management
Amanda Peterson Breen, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2005, Management Information Systems
Michael A. Bruno, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2010, Accounting
Joseph E. Buckley III, B.S., DeSales University, 1999, Accounting/Finance
Dennis Burge, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2008, Marketing
Gina Carolyn Burke, B.B.A., Temple University. 2002. Computer Information Science
Mary Burns, B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 1985, Accounting
Robert J. Bush, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2004, Finance
Chad Allan Butler, B.B.S., Temple University, 2005, Management Information Systems
Bronwyn Kilby Callands, B.S.. Dre.xel University. 2004. Biomedical Engineering
Kimberly Anne Carl-Singer, B.A., The College ofNew Jersey, 2006, Psychology
Patricia C. Carter, B.S.. Temple Universtiy, 2006. Information Science and Technology
Lauren Bella Caruso, B.A., La Salle University, 2007, Philosophy/Political Science
Suzanne Cassidy, B.S.. Dre.xel University, 1991, Information Systems
Emine Selen Cevher, B.S., Bilkent University, 2007, Industrial Engineering
Xiaoning Cheng, B.A.. Shenyang University, 1997, Economics
Grant Theodore Chin, B.A., La Salle University, 2008, Chemistry
John Chiulli, B.S.. Rutgers University, 2006. Accounting
James D. Conlin. B.A., Park College, 1975, Political Science
Dominic C. Costa, B.A.. East Stroudshurg University, 1993, Geography. M.S.. Temple University. 1999. Environmental Health, M.S.,
Temple University. 2002. Quality Assurance and Regulatory Affairs
Stephen James Cowan Jr.. B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2008, Marketing
Daniel J. Craig, B.S.B.A.. Kutztown University. 2007. Political Science and Criminal Justice
Maureen James Cumpstone, B.S.. Ursinus College, 1979, Psychology
Thomas Vincent D'Arcangelo. B.A., Franklin and Marshall College, 1997, Government
Laura Jean Deatelhauser, B.S., Gwynedd-Mercy College, 1997, Accounting
Diego Alonso De la Garza Camacho, B.S., Universidad La Salle, Mexico, 2007, International Business and Trade
Patrick S. Delaney, B.B.A., Loyola College in Maryland, 2007, Business Administration
Abrar Ahmed Jahangir Desai, B.E.. Karnatak University, India, 1998, Electronics and Communications Engineering
William F. Dierkes, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 1989, Finance
Janelle DiMatteo, B.A.. La Salle University, 2003, Digital Art and Multimedia Design
Antonio Ditri, B.B.A.. Temple University, 2005, International Business
Linh Kieu Doan. B.S.. Drexel University, 2003, Economics
Irene Dobrin, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University. 2003. Marketing/Management
John Joseph Donahue, B.S.. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 2006. Chemical Engineering
Kerri Donahue-Horn. B.S., Drexel University, 2001, Marketing
Elizabeth Ann Donohue. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2008. Marketing
Yuliya Drobakha, B.S.. Drexel University, 2009, Finance and Legal Studies
Jessica Lynn Duffy, 6.5., Rider University, 2002, Finance/Computer Information Systems
Stephanie J. Dunstan, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2006, Business Administration
Maria Elisa Fernandez Enriquez, J.D.. University of Vigo, 1997, Law
Emre Erol. B.S.. Middle East Technical University. 2008. Mechanical Engineering
Christopher G. Fajen, B.S., Montclair State University, 2005, Travel and Leisure Industries
Meilin Feng. B.E., Northeastern University at Qinhuangdao, 2007, International Trade
Silvia Rita Fialho, B.S.. University of Sao Paulo. 1999, Accounting
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K\an James Fontana, B.S., University oj Delaware, 2007. Marketing
James Michael Francoeur, B.S., Illinois Institute oj Technology, 1973, Civil Engineering
Alan Frank, B.S., Millersville University, I99H. Accounting
Ian Gallagher, B.S B.A.. Kulzlown University, 2003, Marketing
Ryan Gerard Gallagher, B.S.B.A., Im Salle University, 2001, Management Information S\ stem/Finance
Michael R. Gardyas/. B S . Temple University. 200H, Health Information Management
Jenna Leigh Gonder, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University, 2002. Accounting
Meghan Mae Grady, B.S., the Pennsylvania State University. 2(HT. Imam nil s,
Zachary Michael Greaver, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2007 Management/Marketing
Jennifer M. Greener, B.S.B.A., Temple University, 2003. Accounting
Eric Guerra, B.S.. Rutgers University. 1999, Accounting
Devin C. S. Hamilton, B.S.. Temple University. 2006. Sport and Recreation Management
Patrick M Murra) Hayden, B.B.A.. Baruch College CUNY, 1997, International Marketing
Nicholas Patrick Hearn. B.S., Delaware Valley College, 2007. Computer Information Systems
Jeffiej George Hess, B.S., Cabrini College, 1996, Mathematu s. li a . Cabrini College, 1W6. Political Sciena
Andrew Thomas Hmkle, B.S.B.A., Bloomsburi; ( inversus. 2004. Marketing
Christopher Mark Hull. B.S . Widener University, 2ooo. Hospitality Management
Kevin Matthew Huhn. U.S.. Messiah College, 1998, Engineering
William J [mbert, B.S BA . La Salle I 'niversity, 2009, Marketing
Ryan Ireland, B.A., Chestnut Hill College, 2005. Psychology
Berna Irem, B.S., Cankaya University, 200-1. Industrial Engineering
Leni M. John, B.S.. Johnson tv Wales University, 2002, Management
Heather Renee Johnson, li S . West Virginia I rim r sits. 2008, Finance
Kevin Thomas Johnson, BA. University ofPittsburgh, 2004, Economics/Philosophy
Sandra Berrie Jules, li s H \ hi Salic l nm isits. 2007, Ac i ounting, U s l nivt rsity oj Virginia 2008, \< i ounnng
James William Jurgens, Jr , B.S . Drexel I niversity. 2002. Marketing
Paul James Kelly III, B S li A
.
hi Salle ( allege, 1978 Accounting
Rachel Christine Kelly, B S 2007, Elizpbethtown College, Accounting
Christopher Kibler. B 1 A . Rochester Institute oj Technology, 1997, Painting, Mis . / niversity at Buffalo, 2000, Librai
ChristopherW Kirntis, n S H \ . La Salle University, 2010, Kccounting
Mann., Klichinak) B I H.ds Family College, 2000, Psychology
Ah O/.in Koseoglu, H A inadolu University, 2007, Business Administration
Aurora Kripa, H \ temple University, 2005, Psychology/Italian
I in. I eigh Kuhii H s University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 2004, Mathematical Decision & iences Economk s
Vih K....M Kutlug.fi s )ddi. Technical University, 2006, Electrical Engineering
Michelle I l^nyilotta, n \ Ly oming ( ollege, 2007, Business Administration
Mrienne Nicole Larmett, H \ Temple University, 2004 Political s,i,n,,
Michael D Lauwers, 0.S., West Chester University, 2000, Marketing
I - n \ Kendall ( ollege, 2008, Hospitality Management
( atherine I lise l eggett /' S WUersvilU University, 2008, Marketing
David J Levin, BA Slate University ofNew York Binghamton 2005 Economics
Allison Elizabeth Levitt. B \ Moravian College, 2004 Economics
Umber!) Margaret Libert) /' I The Pennsylvania State University 2006, History
Keiths Uston.A£ \ TempU University, 2003 Ftnana
Kyle Matthew Luke B.S.B.A., La Salle University " rkering
tathon) Edward Machamet /< \ LaSalL University -
,""' Commitntcation
Carol tnnMabone) an \ Temple University 2006, Human Resout
Ramin Emmanuel Majd. BA Columbia University 1996, Political Sc
Danielle I lizabeth Mallzia n 5 SI loseph i i niversity :<*»> Marketing
I hsaivih l Mm Mayer, /< S />' I !<• Salle I niversity 2008 Marketing
r\nne Jennings Mayne />' i Tm Pennsylvania Slate University 2004 Economies
AJlysonS Met ann B.S,, Kit nana




Gregory Robert McDonald B tss \dmlnistratkm
lohnJ McPaddenlll />' s On • Business Kamlnlstrutkm
William Joseph McOeeney, BA Wist Virginia University 2003 Politics
lohn it McOill li B S > mp tUi
William McGowan, B 5 Kut town Ui
Melisa Lynn McKclve) B.S Millersville University 199}
Vlexander McKinney, B.S.B \ La Salle Universit
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Joseph Patrick Meier. B.A., McDaniel College, 2004, Business Administration
Karolyn Mena. B.A., Eastern University, 2004, Biology
Carolyn Teresa Moffo, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2005. Marketing
Michael W. Moore, Jr., 6.5., Millersville University, 2006. Business Administration
Liliana Morales, B.B.A.. Universidad Metropolitans 2000, Marketing, M.S., Central Michigan University. 2005, Administration
Eric Philip Mulartrick, B.S.. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 2003, Business Information Technology
Neerav B. Mull, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 1995, Accounting
Michael R. Musial, B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University, 2003, Telecommunications
Jillian N. Newell, 6.5, Drexel University. 2008. Hotel and Restaurant Management
Judy Wathira Nguru. B.A., American University of Paris, 2007. International Business Administration
Patrick G. Nolan, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2000, Finance
John Edward O'Donnell, B.A., La Salle University, 2001, Computer Science
Catherine Anne O'Leary, 6.5., University ofScranton, 1999, Chemistry
Mark William Olmstead, 6.5, Eastern Connecticut State University, 1992, Business Administration
Judson L. Orlando, B.S.. Drexel University, 2000, Architectural Engineering
Charles R. Ortiz, B.S., Drexel University, 2008, Electrical Engineering
Ricardo J. Ortiz, B.A., Temple University, 2002, Accounting
Efe Ozkazanc, 6.5, Sahanci University, 2007, Industrial Engineering
Daniel Y. Pak, B.S.. The Pennsylvania State University. 2001, Business Logistics
Ami Rameshbhai Patel, B.A., Drexel University, 2004, International Area Studies, M.A.. La Salle University. 2006. Bilingual/Bicultural Studies
Kamini H. Patel, 6.5., The Pennsylvania State University, 2003, Health Policy Administration, B.S.N., Villanova University, 2005, Nursing
Andrei Paulau, 6.5., Minsk Radiotechnical Institute, 1993, Computer Engineering, M.S., Minsk Radiotechnical Institute, 1993,
Computer Engineering
Alicia Marie Pennacchia. B.A., La Salle University, 2007, Communication
Zachary Walter Penska, 6.5., Rutgers University, 2005, Management
Russell B. Peskin, B.S.. Widener University. 2002, Hospitality Management
Monica Nicole Pierce, B.A., Lincoln University, 2002, Accounting
Evelyn Renee Pszczola, B.B.A., Temple University, 2005, Finance
Gloria Margaret Pugliese, B.A., Susquehanna University, 1992, French, M.A., Lehigh University, 1994, Education
John A. Rabago, B.A.. Drexel University, 1994, Accounting
Ronald K. Raby, Jr., 6.5., Drexel University, 1999, Chemical Engineering
Andrew Radosti, 6.5., Drexel University, 1997, Mechanical Engineering
Christine Redfern, 6.5., Lock Haven University, 2001. Management Information Systems
Dennis P. Ritchie, Jr., 6.5, West Chester University, 2003, Marketing
Frederick Joseph Ritter III, B.A., Temple University, 2004, Political Science/History
Guy R. Rivera, 6.5., Stockton College. 1993. Environmental Science
Matthew J. Roakes, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2007, Accounting/Finance
Elkin Alfredo Amaya Rojas, 6.5, National University of Columbia, 2002, Animal Science, M.S., Auburn University, 2006, Animal Science
Michael Romano, 6.5, Drexel University, 2003, Business Administration
Chase Rubin. 6.5, Temple University, 2008, Finance
Ronald R. Russak, 65, University of Pittsburgh, 1980, Biological Sciences
Gian Thomas Sachdev, B.A., The University of Iowa, 2002, Journalism and Mass Communication
Joshua Eric Saliba, B.B.A.. Temple University, 2006, Management Information Systems
Suzanne Dahdal Saliba, B.B.A.. Temple University. 2006. International Business
Thomas V. Salvino, B.A., Rowan University, 1983, Communication
Casey Marie Sasse, 6.5, 5/. Joseph's University, 2002, Pharmaceutical Marketing
Gregory Brian Schaible, 6.5, 5;. Joseph's University, 2005, Finance
Joseph W. Schick, B.A.. Temple University. 2002. Business Law
Benedikt Thomas Schmid. M.A.. University of Zurich. 1997. Computer Science
Brian C. Schmidt, 6.5., Gwynedd-Mercy College, 2005, Computer and Information System
Bryon Jared Schmidt, B.A.. Castleton State College. 2007, Acting and Directing
William Andrew Schwab, 6.5. The Pennsylvania State University, 2001, Accounting/International Business
Bryan A. Schwartz, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University. 2009. Finance/Management
Fizza Seehra, 6.5., Babson College. 2004. Business Administration
Eric J. Seidman, B.A., The Pennsylvania State University, 2008, Film/Video
Stacey L. Shender, 6.5, The Pennsylvania State University, 2001, Science
Manisha Sheth-Mehta. 6.5. Drexel University, 2006, Business Administration
Mehael Siacavelas, B.A., New Jersey Institute of Technology, 1998, Computer & Information Science; M.S., New Jersey Institute of
Technology, 2001, Management
Gurjot Singh, B.B.A., University of Houston. 2004. Marketing
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Crystal Gayle Smith, B.S.. Richard Stockton College of Ne* Jersey 2004, Biochemistry Molecular Biology
Kevin James Smith, B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2004, Marketing
Timothy Randolph Snyder, B.S.B.A.. Im Salle University 2010. Accounting
Michael Joseph Stankina, B.S.. Drexel University 20(X). Commerce and Engineering
Diana L. Stem, B.B.A.. Temple University. 1994. Human Resource Administration
Ryan Francis Sullivan. B.S.B.A., La Salle University 2009. Finance and Marketing
David P. Sweeney, B.A.. Rutgers University. 2003. Finance
Seyi K. Tikare-Fako>a, B.B.A.. Temple University. I99H. Emance/Risk Management &. Insurance
Irene Traktovenko, B.S.B.A.. Drexel University 2005. Business Administration
Shreen Man Travers. B.B.A.. Temple University. 2006, Business Lass
Uta Onal, M.A., Humboldt University Berlin. 2004. Russian and English Studies and Economics
James A. Vane) III. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University 1999. Finance
Pedro E. Tejeda Valde/. B.h.A . William Paterson University 2001, Art
Nailya Valeyeva, B.S., Ufa State Aviation Technical University 2006, Economu ^/Management,
M.S. Ufa State Aviation Technical University 2006. Economics/Management
Thomas M Van Vreede. B A . Northwestern University 1995. Histon,
Stetuma D Vcnc/iulc. B.S.B.A . La Salic ( 'niversity 2009. Accounting
Mikael Vincke, BS. Katholieke Hogeschool Leuven, 1998, Accounting, M.S. Hogeschool-University ofBrussels [EHSA1
Jacqueline M. Vo, B.B.A.. Temple University. 2007. International Business
Thomas Philip Volterano, B B A .. Temple University 1996. Human Resource Administration/Marketing
Martha Ann Walker. B.S., Clarion University 2002. At counting
Shengnan Wang. B H and B I. . Nankai University 2<hk<. World History and Economics
Ashlev Annette Washington, B.S., St John's University 2008, Marketing
Christopher K Watabe, B a Lehigh University 1999. Economu t/Musit
Robert Philip Weaverling, B.S B A . hi Sail,- t 'ntversity 1988, \< i ounting/Management
Douglas R Writer, BBA. James Madison University 1995. Computer Information Sw<»m
John Prancu Weiss III. B.S . MillersviUe I 'niversity 1998, Business Administration
Thomai Martin White, It s Ruler University 1997, Business Administration
Leon Wilkuu II. B A . Rutgers, The state University of \< m omit i
I aShonda Nichol Wilson, it \ t 'ntversity <>l Delaware, 2005, International Relations
Rudina Asllani Xhema, B.S., I ntversity of Tirana, 1991, Economu i
SherU w Ybussef, It S< Zagazig University Egypt, 1978 Mechanical Engineering
Dorota Zawila, it s a \ , La Salle I ntversity 2002, Marketing
Julie Zriten Prederick, H s ///<• Pennsylvania State University 1982, Management
Jerei.i) B /lerk-i. H li \ Pat , l niversity 2'x>4 l , onomit s
( hnsiiiui R Zimmerman, B s IK xi ( h< w. i I nivei tity 2005, Biology
Stephen David Zirinfl B S ft Joseph's I niversity 2ixtr, Decision and System Scienct i
SCHOOL OF orrs UTOSI iences
Thomas \. Kcagy( I'h.l)., Dean
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUT1 R INFORMATION SCIENQ
Kenneth < Pucanan, b\ Thomas Edison State Collep 1999. Psychology
Jason Golla B S / University ofPennsylvania 2000 Com
Michael P Kildea, i< I Ridei I ntversity 1996 History
lulieH Riganati, B.S.B\A \uourn University 1986 \ccounting
Brant Setvedt Stem, BA Shippensburg University
Phong Dang lu it's V#x lersey Institute ofTechnology 2005 Computer InJ
Oroai i) Zambrana, \i n \ i.
MASTER Ol SCIENQ ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY l l UN imiii'
Andrew tngelucd ws La Salle University 2006, Computer Injormatiot
William tnthon) FennellB \ TempU i niversity
i.iins D i reedman, B *> Lock Havt n ' nivt m
Mia Gerzon, B.5 Temple University 2004 Informa
lulls Malinln, B S TempU I niversity
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP (Continued)
Christopher Pompeo. IIS.. La Salle University. 2006. Integrated Science, Business, and Technology
Yana Rouse. 6.5.. Temple University, 2003, Elementary Education
Selcuk Seymen. 6.5., Dogus University (Istanbul. Turkey), 2006. Computer Engineering
Stephanie Erica Snead. B.A.. La Salle University. 2007. Organizational Dynamics
MASTER OF ARTS IN PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION
Andrea Carolina Moreno Acosta. B.A., Bucknell University, 2004, Political Sciences/English
Maryam R. Afshar, B.A.. University of Bridgeport. 2007. Mass Communication/Public Relations
Denise H. Ajiri, B.A.. Tehran University, Iran. 2004. Social Sciences
Anlhi Androtsakis, B.A., Hofstra University, 2006 Marketing
Mantha Balourdou. B.S.. City University, 2006, Business Administration
Pamela Chivis-Coles. B.S., Cabrini College, 1995, Organizational Management
Jennifer Colletta, B.A., La Salle University, 2007, Communication/English
Eric Colon, B.A., Temple University. 2001, English
Loretta Marie Deeble. B.A.. Holy Family University. 1990, Management/Marketing
Vivian G. Denkins-Daniels. B.A.. North Carolina State University, 1986, Humanities/Social Sciences
Veronika Di Stefano. B.A., Masarykova University, Czech Republic, 2005, Italian Language/Literature
Joseph C. Doyle III, B.A., La Salle University. 1999. Communication
Michael Lee Ellerson. B.S.. La Salle University, 2007, Integrated Science Business Technology
Sharifa Esmatullah. B.A., University of Kabul, Afghanistan, 2002, Journalism
Ivan Milan Gelevski, B.A., St. Cyril & Methodius University, Macedonia, 2008, Political Science
Melani Sofia Gomes. B.A.. Cabrini College. 2006, English/Communication
Dagmar Grohova. B.A., The New Anglo-American College in Prague, 2005, Politics and Society
Kristen Lynn Hayes, 6.5., Millersville University of Pennsylvania, 2005, Speech Communication
Jana Hypsova. B.A./M.A., University of Economics, Bratislava, Slovakia, 1999, Commercial Engineering
Maura Kelly Koehler. B.A., La Salle University, 2004, Communication
Bohdana Kovafova, B.A., Empire State College, 2008, Communication/Mass Media
Brunilda Kuta, B.A., Empire State College, 2008, International Relations
Jana Lang. B.A., Middlesex University, London, 2008, Graphic Design
Lindsay Nicole Malkin. B.A., The Pennsylvania State University, 2004, Psychology
Tamara Martinez, B.A., Rider University, 2003, Communication
Diana Minaroviechova, 6.5., University ofNorthern Virginia, 2008. Business Administration
Marija Mutic-Gluhovic, B.A.. University of Stuttgart, 2008, German/English Literature
Annemarie Nagle. 6.5., Philadelphia University, 2006 Marketing
Jana Navratilova. B.A.. University ofEconomics in Prague, 2008, Economics/Management
Brittney C. Nichols. 6.5, Millersville University of Pennsylvania, 2007, Speech Communication
Christina Emily Notarfrancesco-Heil, B.A.. Holy Family College, 2004, Psychology
Michaela Novakova. B.A.. University ofNew York in Prague, 2007, Mass Media/ Communication
Cynthia Alejandra Hernandez Pardo. B.A.. Universidad La Salle, Mexico, 2007. International Trade and Business
Louis Handrick Poinson. B.A., Univesity of State of Haiti, 2001, Psychology
Matthew A. Ragan, B.A., Kutztown University, 1995, Speech Communication
Keri K. Robinson. B.A., La Salle University, 2003, Communication
Tal M. Roth. B.A.. Temple University, 2004, Political Science
Denise C. Saurennann. B.A., West Chester University, 2003, Communication/Journalism
Sharon Lynn Seltzer. B.A.. Holy Family University. 2007. Communication
Alexandra Sileo, B.A., Rider University, 1988, Broadcast Communication
Jennifer Kathleen McGowan Smith. B.A., Temple University, 1996, Journalism
Shari L. Stein, B.A., West Chester University, 2002, Political Science/International Relations
Shereeta N. Stroud. B.A., Alvernia College, 2006, Criminal Justice
David Lawrence Tractenberg. 6.5. Boston University, 2006. Mass Communication
Filip Urbanek, B.A.. University ofNew York In Prague, 2008, Psychology
Irena Valentova. B.A.. New York University in Prague, 2007, Mass Media /Communication
Marta Vildova, B.A., Charles University in Prague, 2005, Human Sciences
Alena Vopalkova, B.A., Anglo-American College, 2002, Politics/Society
Tenile Tashi Williams. 6.5, The Pennsylvania State University, 2003, Business Administration/Management & Marketing
Alena Ziegelbauerova, B.Sc, Empire State College, 2007. Business Administration
MASTER OF ARTS IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES
Angela J. Dembiczak. B.A.. Costal Carolina University, 2007, History. MA . College of Charleston and the Citadel. 2009. History
James Rankin Fagan. B.S.. University ofArizona. 1974. Law Enforcement Administration, B.S .. University ofArizona, 1981. Accounting
Laurance Jacobius Guido, Jr.. 5/4. , Columbia University. 2000. English. MA . Columbia University!, 2001. International Affairs/Law
and Public Policy
Michael Paul Heinsdorf. B.A.. Muhlenberg College. 1965. German. M.Dh . Lutheran Seminars. Philadelphia. 1973, The,: .
Lutheran Seminary. Philadelphia. 19X5. Theology
Michael Thomas Ustorti. B.S.B.A.. La Salle University, 2004, Marketing
Alexander Edward Nalenc/. B.A.. Dickinson College. 1997. Italian Studies
George k Nied/wicki, US. Providence College. 1978, Accounting, MBA. Bryant University, 1983, Accounting
Anna Beata Olejnik, B.B.A . Temple University, 2006, Finance <£ International Business
Daniel Timothy Sills. B.A . Millersville University, 2007. Government and Political Affairs
Jessica A Smith. BA., The Pennsylvania State I niversity, 2005, Corporate Communications
David Kevin YeanvOOd, BA., La Salle University 2009, Criminal Justice
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Megan Elizabeth Brault, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2006, Psychology
Stephanie Jaye Catella, B A . Temple I 'niversity, 2005, Geography/l 'rban Studies
Jessica Amelia-Marie Collins, BA . Loyola College. 2005, Psychology MA. Drexel I niversity, 2008, Psychology
Jennifer Mane Del Mauro, BA . vWanova University, 2(H)". Psychology
Trace> Booth Dohson. B.A .. University ofDelaware, 2(H)". Psychology
John Donahue, BA., Rutgers University. 200.1, Pssihology/Administration of Justice
Kendra Louise EUway, BA., Rutgers University, 2008, Psychology
Julie Keil Garson, BA I 'niversity ol Pennsslvantu. 2iH)5. Psy< hology
Lauren Campbell Gent, H \ ,SUNYl niversity at Buffalo, 2003, Psychology, MA..SUNYI niversity at Buffalo. 2005, Pa
LaSnondal Greene-Burley, B.S., Rutgers I 'niversity, 2007, Marketing, M.BA La Salle ( niversity, 2004, Fine
Rachel Sabrina Labaton, BA West Virginia I niversity, 2(H)". Psychology
Jessica Lynn Norman, BA . James Madison ( m\er\it\. 2(H)5, Psychology. MS Philadelphia I
Clink al Health Psychology
victoria Popick, HA Rutgers t 'niversity, 2007, Psychology
[Catherine Mane Reid, H S Tht Ohio State University, 2(H)" Psychology
I onnie Bryce SamelL l< I Yalt l niversity, 2006, Psychology
Valerie I yna Saxton, H \ University of Delaware, 2(hx>. Psychology
Ellen Patricia [arves.fi I LaFayette College, 2005, Psychology
Tlmothj W Wright, fl I I niversity ofEdinburgh, 2(hh>. Psychology M \ . I niversity ofLondon, 2<hu. Psyt
MASTER OFARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PSYCHOl OG1
Sabrina Garda fcgnoli, B \ La Salle I niversity, 2003 Psychology
RababAlma, BA King Saudi niversity, 1994 Secondary Education, M 6
ll.iiis ( .hi kmanuck l< \ ( hestnuiHim ollegt 2007 Human Services
Katie Lynn kneskewich l< \ Rutgers University, 2007 Psychology
Angela N4aria krmenakii. B \ San Francisco State University 2ihii Psychology
MicheliueM Balogh 8.5 St Francis University 1974 Biology
Alice R Brangan,BJ \ University ofMUwauket 2<hu i,h, \rts Painting andD
Corinne Laura Braun, B.S Indiana University 20
\i i uquan Brooks, i< I Rt\ hard s/... kton < ollegt oj V/ 2004 Psyt h
Jeieii.i ( Bvbtmi, B.S., Southeast Missouri State University 2006 Psychology
Donald J Callahan. B I La Sail* I niversity 1976 H
knsienl Campbell B.S.. UntverslryefPittsburgh 2006 Psy
kngela \i.iiie t mi ,B s si loseph's University 2007, Psychology
lohn k t oak /' I Queens <
Benjamin Neal Daniels, B \ University ofRochestei
Michael Thomas DeCristofaro /< *> B \ Shippensburg University '95
Kiisim.i Lynn DeMuro, BA ircadia University •
Kens Blah Donovan, B.R.I Bt
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Celeste Nicole Fanelli. B.M.. Mansfield University, 2001, Music Therapy
Tamara L Ficklin, B.S., St. Joseph's University, 2005, Psychology
Sharita Sarah Flaherty, B.A., West Chester University, 2002, Psychology
Cindy Lou Fleming-Powell. B.A.. The Pennsylvania State University, 2006, Psychology
Stephanie Ford. B.A., The College ofNew Jersey, 2005, Psychology
Cheryl Nikki Foxworth. B.A., La Salle University, 2007, Philosophy/Psychology
Susanne Jill Friedman, B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 1998, Recreation & Park Mgmt.
Megan L. Gaittens, B.S.. Kutztown University. 2007. Psychology
E\ ripidis Gavras. BCL University ofloannina (Greece), 2002, Psychology, B.A., Aristotle University of'Thessaloniki (Greece), 2007, Psychology
Nicole K. Giannini. B.A.. Rutgers University, 2006, Psychology
Sophia Gioka. BCL, University of loannina (Greece), 2005, Psychology
Olga Giouvanaki. B.Sc. New York College (Athens), 2004, Psychology
Elizabeth L. Giuliano. B.S., Temple University, 1993, Education
Clarissa Anna Goldberg. B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University, 2002, Psychology
Jamie L. Granger, B.A., Wells College, 2001, Psychology
Ashley M. Griffin. B.A., La Salle University, 2007. Psychology
Arianna Maria Hargas, B.A., Sarah Lawrence College, 2005, Psychology/Child Development
Alexsandra K. Hawes, B.S.B.A., La Salle University, 2002, Management Information Systems
Kristin A. Heineman. B.A., The Catholic University ofAmerica, 2007, Psychology
Kathryn Jean Swank Henson. B.A., La Salle University, 2001, Communication
Taryn C. Hess, B.A.. University of Delaware, 2007, Psychology
Henry Hor. B.A., La Salle University, 2005, English
Joanna Leigh Hurd, B.S., Gettysburg College, 1994, Music Education, M.S.W., University of Pennsylvania, 1999, Social Work
Dave Toh Jah, B.A., Temple University, 2005, Psychology
Reginald A. Johnson. B.S., Bloomshurg University, 1999, Exercise Science, M.S.. Wilkes University, 2004, Educational Development & Strategies
Yolanda-Panagiota Koraki, B.A.. University of Indianapolis, 2006, Psychology
Evi Kritsotaki, B.Sc, University of Reading UK. 2005, Psychology, M.Sc, Kings College UK, 2006, Human Resource Management
Varun Raj Singh Kunwar. B.S., The Pennsylvania State University, 2006, Sociology
Brian Keith Lee, B.S., University of Charleston, 2006, Psychology
Theresa M. Lepitre, B.A., Chestnut Hill College, 2006, Psychology
Gianna Gregory Leonetti, B.A., Temple University, 2006, Psychology
Jennifer Ann Levitt, B.A., Temple University, 1990, Psychology
Gina Lewis, B.A., Cedar Crest College, 2007, Psychology
Lauren Maddalo, B.S., St. Joseph's University. 2006, Psychology
Mariah Julia Manning, B.A., Elizabethtown College, 2006, Psychology /English Literature
Stephanie Ann Martorelli, B.A., Lehigh University, 2006, Anthropology
Richard John McCaffrey. B.A., La Salle University, 2005, Psychology
Erin Marie McHugh, B.A., Loyola College, 2000, Psychology
Patrick James McKeown, B.A., La Salle University, 2007, Psychology
Sarah Elizabeth Messina, B.S., The Pennsylvania State Univ., 2005, Human Development and Family Studies
Sofia Anastasia Milioritsa, B.A., University ofAthens, 1998, Media and Communication M.Sc, London School of Economics and
Political Science, 2001, Management of Information Systems
Charles P. Mirarchi III, B.A., Temple University, 1973, Political Science, J.D., Widener University, 1976
Matthew Clinton Morgan. B.S., College of William and Mary, 2003, Psychology
Maria Moschou, B.A., American College of Greece, 2004, Psychology
Stacey Robyn Niloff, B.A.. University of Delaware, 2007, Psychology
Kenya Shanik Odom, B.A.. La Salle University, 2004, Psychology/Business Administration
Meghan Kyle O'Meara. B.A.. University of Delaware, 2005, Criminal Justice
Whitney Renee Pailin. B.A., Villanova University, 2007, Psychology
Jessica L. Montanaro Paist, B.A., The Pennsylvania State University, 2006, Psychology
Hemal G. Patel, B.S., Kean University, 2006, Psychology & Psychiatric Rehabilitation
Deborah Plunkett Pelberg, B.A., West Chester University, 1997, Psychology
Morghan H. Pratt. B.A.. Shippensburg University. 2004. Psychology
Angela Price. B.A., Rutgers University, 2007, Psychology
Samantha Kimberly Raimo, B.A., Lehigh University, 2006, Psychology, M.A.. Lehigh University, 2007. Sociology
Kristin Refsnider, B.A., Rutgers University, 2006, Psychology
Deborah Reilly. B.A., Sacramento State, 1975. Health and Safety, M.P.A., Sacramento State, 1986, Public Administration,
Tennisha N. Riley, B.S., The Florida State University. 2006, Psychology
Diane Gertrude Roberts. B.S.. Gwynedd Mercy College. 1981, Elementary Education
MASTER OF ARTS IN CLINICAL-COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY (Continued)
Denise Robertson. B.S., University oj Rhode Island, 2004, Human Development & Family Studies
Rosmalby Rodriguez. B.A . Let Sulle University 2008, Psychology/Spanish
Anita Elaine Rosenberg. B.A.. Arcudta University, 2007, Psychology/An Therapy
Jennifer A. Roters. B.A.. York University. 2007. Psychology
Tamera Rose Rush. B.A . Bryn Athyn College. 2005, Psychology/Sot utl Science
Mario Amanda Santagata. B.S., Sew York University. 2007. Communications
Christina C. Shapiro. B.A . Holy Family University. 2005. Psychology
Brody Sheffer. B.S.. Kutztown University, 2006. Psychology
Kristen A. Shirley. B.S., Philadelphia University, 2006, Psychology, MBA. Philadelphia University, 2007, Busuu " Kaministratiom
Kyriaki Skentzou. B.A.. American College of Greece. 2007. Psychology
Michael Thummel. BA, Temple University, 2000, Psychology
Jonathan Christopher Toman. B.A. Putters University, 2006, Psychology/Sociology
Brods Shelter. B.S., Kutztown University, 2006, Psychology
Fotini Tsandila-Kalakou. B S< .. Open University UK 2004. Psychology
Maru Nucero lull BA. Hols Family University, 1998, Theology, MA Chestnut Hill College, 2<K>.\ Spiritual Direction
Georgia Vasilaki. B.Sc., Ne* York College, (Athens), 2007, Psychology
Quyen Dinh Trae Vuong. B.S., Putters University, 2006. Biolo^s
Lu'Crecha Wadrins, BA., The Pennsylvania State University, 2001, Psychology
Jennifer L\nn Willis. B.S., Davidson College, 2<>os. Psychology
Carrie Ann Wright, &A, The Pennsylvania Stan I niversity, 2t>t">. Psychological 6) Social Sciences
Stephanie A Young, BA . Southern Utah University, 2<x>6. Psychology/Sociology
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDI CATION
Kyle Abbott, BA . La Salle University, 2tx>s, English/Communication
Jcsm^.i Marie Balmer, B.S., ' niversity ofDelaware, 2005, Elementary Education
Marisa BelfUt, H A Temple I 'niversity, 2(Xt4. BusineSl Administration
Megan Melissa Bennett, H S WestChestei l niversity, 2005, Professional Studies
(ieruude A Benton. BA. Duke University. IV76. Economic \. W s Carnegu Mellon University, 1979, Industrial Adminisi
John ( Brennan, Jr . /( s Temple University, 2007 Sport A Ret nation Management
Winifred \ Cabelus, H s Rutgen I niversity, 1995, Animal S
Megan M Cargan, BA Temple l niversity, 2003, Religious Studies/French W \ Wddlt I
UannaK Charles, AS WestChestei University, 2005, Special Education
Kevin Coleman, B \ hi Salle ( 'niversity, 2005, DigitalAru and Multimedia Design
Kathleen Margaret < lurrie, /< \ hi Salle I 'niversity, 2005, /'u< hology
Julie Elizabeth Gentile, B I I rsinus < ollegt 2006, English
Julie Kara Goldstein, /' S . Indiana I niversity <>t Pennsylvania, 2006 Family and ( onsumei St tent t Education
MakemaAliseGrirnei H \ Albright College, 2003, Psychology
I isa rlaynct Jacobi i< \ Temple I niversity, 2005, Journalism. Pubtit Relations and Advertising
Kristin I ik ilk- Jannelli, i< a La Salle I niversity, 2004 Biology
Amanda H Lev) l< \ The Pennsylvania State University, 2006, Communication I
Nicole Maday, /( \ King's College, 2008, English Writing
Renee N Mandni I . atktn
Jocelyn \un MeDonougfa bs Saint Thomas Aquinas College / wy" Business \dministrati
Robert Garvey McHugh, Jr., B.I \ Vcademy ofArt University San Francisco I9i
PaulG O'Neill, fl I, Richard Stockton Collegi ofNeu fersey 2007 History
Rebecca M Powell, &j The University ofConnecticut, 2 mks
Regina RahUL B I Temple University, 2<xx> ( ommunlcations
Loulae Marie Rkkborn, AJ I M \rt and Design 1999
Michael Greg Roe B I Tempi* University 2006 History
(Catherine tan Sandel B I Ttu i niversity qfPittsburgh, 2005 ( ommtmkaii
Daniel N S.lunk.l H \ I . lush I >:... w . ,
Raina Savitak) Schankel /< \ Lehigh I m
Caroline Keith Shuman, BA VWenova University • s
liuioiin losepn sni.ii.li/ /( \ LaSalL History
I lizabeth Donahue Stack, B S The Philadelphia < . .
I lizabeth vh Staan) /•' \ La So/a ' •
Michael lohnWerynski B i H
MASTER OF ARTS IN BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL STUDIES
Lisa Abdul- Haqq, B.A.. Temple University. 1995, Anthropology
Christopher Aduso. B.A.. St. Joseph's University, 1998. History
\la\ra R. Castillo, B.A., Chestnut Hill College, 2003, French
Koreen Marie Cote. I.H.M.. B.A., Immaculata University, 1982, Theology/History/Education, M.A., Immaculata University, 1998,
Education Leadership
Aimee Davis, B.A.. California State University, 2000, English, M.A.. Neumann College. 2002. Education
Keith J. Fleming, B.A., Temple University, 2005, Spanish/Psychology
[Catherine Anne Hill. B.A.. La Salle University, 2005, Spanish
Leo Thomas Johnson IV. B.A., Springfield College, 2005, Human Services, M.A., La Salle University, 2009, Education
Dawn Marie Konrady, B.S.. Susquehanna University. 2006. Spanish & Business Administration
Alyssa Rae Krefski, B.S.. Temple University. 2005. Elementary and Special Education
Suzanne K. Lang, B.S.N. . Ui Salle University. 1999. Nursing
Donyale M. Loveland, B.A.. College of the Holy Cross. 2000. English
Christina MacDonald Phillips Ramos. B.A.. St. Joseph's University, 2001, Political Science
Katrina Anna Sanchez, B.A.. Let Salle University, 2007. Spanish
Ana L. Ventura, B.A.. Organizacidn y Metodos University (Dominican Republic), 1998, Business. M.A., APEC University
(Dominican Republic). 2004. Marketing
MASTER OF ARTS IN THEOLOGY AND MINISTRY
Cynthia R. Bradley, B. A.. Lasalle University, 2007, Liberal Studies
Amelia Breton, B. A.. Holy Family. 2005, Religious Studies
Valorie Jean Daskilewicz, B. A., Holy Family University, 1976, History/Social Studies
Annmarie C. Flanagan, B. A., Chestnut Hill College, 1978, English
Christine Marie Konopelski. B.A.. Muhlenberg College. 1978. Russian Studies & Sociology, M.A., Lehigh ( 'niversity. 1980, Elementary Education
Constance M. Lare-Giampaolo, B. A.. Neumann University, 2005, Liberal Studies
Edward M. Quinn. B.A.. University ofScranton, 1973, Business Administration, MBA, Rutgers University, 1980, Business
Carmel C. Stone, B. S„ Philadelphia University, 1998, Health Service Professional
Thomas G. Wallin, B.A.. Holy Family University, 1996, Social Work
Daniel J. Williams, B. A„ La Salle University, 1984, Psychology
MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY
Michael B. Brilla, B.S.. Millersville University. 2003, Social Studies Education
John Cannon, B.A.. Richard Stockton College ofNew Jersey. 2008. History
Timothy John Clark, Jr., B.S., Temple University, 2001, Secondary Education Concentration in Social Studies
Christopher Peter Scheid, B.A.. Temple University, 1992, Journalism
Donna L. Sharer, B.S., Millersville University, 1983, Social Studies/History, M.A., Temple University, 1989, English/Creative Writing
Andrew McLean Stevenson, B.A.. Hobart College, 2005. English
Christina Marie Talarico. B.S., Mount Saint Mary's University, 2004 Secondary Education/Social Studies
Richard Charles Thieme, B.A.. Holy Family University, 2008, History
Christopher A. Thompson, B.A.. Temple University, 2006, History
Lauren Elizabeth Woodring, B.A.. Lebanon Valley College. 2008. History and Political Science
Andrew Albert Zellers-Frederick, B.A., Temple University. 1979. History
MASTER OF ARTS IN TESOL
Thuan Kim Nguyen, B.S.. George Mason University, 1991. Accounting. M.A., Holy Family University. 1995, Education
Lovinda G. Weaver, B.A., Point Park College, 2002, Education
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL AND CONTINUING STUDIES
Joseph Y. Ugras, Ph.D., Dean
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Robin Ilene Eisenberg, B.A.. University of Rochester, 1976 Psychology, M.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1977, Education
Conchita M. Garnett, B.A.. La Salle University, 2001, Computer Science
Maureen T. Longstreth. B.A.. La Salle University. 2008. Organizational Dynamics
Karen E. Lubrecht, B.A.. Susquehanna University, 1970, Physics
Margaret A. Uhrich. B.A., La Salle University. 1994. Psychology
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Kell> P. Doughem
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Paul R. Brazina, M.B.A.. C.P.A.. C.M.A.. Dean
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James Robert Guntle III
Brendon D Gutierre/
Bud Marshall Hamilton. Jr
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Thomas A. Keagy, Ph.D., Dean
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Yves Lionel Mekongo Mbala
















Vicky Esther Sanchez Abreu
Jignasha Adhuna
Elizabeth Rachel Anne Adler
Anthony Charles Albertson
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Robert Eugene Peter Kirkner
James F Klein. Jr.
Michael Kobialka
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Jean Marie A. Mintzer
Jessica Lynn Monahan
Michael Kevin Moran. Jr.
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Caitlin Patricia Southrey
Jacqueline Ann St. Pierre
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COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONALAND CONTINUING STUDIES
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The history of academic dress begins in the early days of the oldest universities. A statute of 1321 required all "Doctors, Licentiates, and
Bachelors" of the University of Coimbra to wear gowns. In England during the second half of the 14th century, the statutes of certain
colleges forbade "excess in apparel" and prescribed the wearing of a long gown. It is still a question whether academic dress finds its
sources chiefly in ecclesiastical or in civilian dress. Gowns may have been considered necessary for warmth in the unheated buildings used
by medieval scholars. Hoods may have served to cover the tonsured head until superseded for that purpose by the skullcap. The cap was
later displaced by a headdress similar to ones now recognized as "academic." European institutions continue to show great diversity in their
specifications of academic dress. However, when American colleges and universities adopted a system of academic apparel a half-
century ago. a code was devised for all to follow.
Gowns—The gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves and is worn closed. The gown for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve,
open at the wrist, with the sleeve base hanging down in the traditional manner. The rear part of the sleeve's oblong shape is square cut and
the front part has an arc cut away. It may be worn open or closed. The gown for the doctor's degree has bell-shaped sleeves and may be
worn open or closed. Bachelor's and master's gowns have no trimmings, but the doctor's may be faced on the front with black or colored
velvet and with three bars of the same across the sleeves. If color is used, it is the color distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains,
and it matches the edging or binding of the hood.
Hoods—Hoods are lined with the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The binding or edging of the
hood is the color indicative of the subject to which the degree pertains, except that the doctor's cap may have its tassel of gold thread.
Caps—Mortarboards are generally worn as part of the academic costume. The long tassel fastened to the middle point of the cap's top is
either black or the color appropriate to the subject. It is customary for degree candidates to wear the tassels on the right front side before
degrees are conferred and to shift them to the left when the degrees are awarded. This custom is in some respects a substitute for individual
hooding.
For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctors' gowns, edgin
different subjects are as follows:
> of hoods, and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the
Agriculture - Maize





Education - Light Blue
Engineering - Orange








Oratory (Speech) - Silver Gray
Pharmacy - Olive Green
Philosophy - Dark Blue
Physical Education - Sage Green
Public Administration - Peacock Blue
Public Health - Salmon Pink
Science - Golden Yellow
Social Work - Citron
Theology - Scarlet
Veterinary Science - Gray
Adapted from "An Academic Costume Code and Ceremony Guide," American Universities and Colleges (Washington. D.C.: American
Council on Education, 1959)


